From the Principal

Joy in Learning and Living

"Joy is what happens to us when we allow ourselves to recognise how good things really are." Marianne Williamson, author and founder of The Peace Alliance.

I can guarantee that anyone who attended the wonderful performances last week of "Into the Woods Jr" would be humming the catchy theme song in their heads right now! It was a production full of joy and showcased the many talents of so many students, very capably supported by our dedicated staff. Congratulations to everyone involved. It was a tremendous effort, appreciated by the audiences made up of parents, grandparents, current and past students, current and past staff, Board and Foundation members.

On Saturday 28 June I, along with five members of our Board of Governors, attended the Association of Independent Schools SA Governance Conference. Some may wonder why I am writing about this experience, considering this article focuses on "joy"! However, it was a day that challenged, inspired and affirmed all that we are doing to lead Pulteney into the future. In particular, the speakers focused on the imperatives for independent schools in Adelaide and emphasised the vital importance of careful strategic visioning and planning.

We have worked intensively over the last 18 months to consult and engage with all who are part of our community to gather information and data to inform our Strategic Plan. Now, it is time to enact the key goals in that plan and to keep communicating about our progress. I have already received such positive feedback from parents, staff and Old Scholars about Pulteney’s strategic priorities and I and the Board will continue to provide mechanisms through which we can openly engage in dialogue about Pulteney’s strengths and opportunities, now and into the future.

On Friday 27 June I was honoured to attend a luncheon at Jarmer’s Kitchen to raise funds and awareness for the Jodi Lee Foundation. The lunch was held in honour of Tracey Lee Diamond, mother of Reception student, Harlow. Tracey sadly lost her four-year battle with bowel cancer, aged 41 on 21 February 2014. While the stories we heard were of sadness, loss and hardship, there was joy and hope too. I was inspired and uplifted by the efforts of those from the Lee and Diamond families to help others and raise awareness of bowel cancer, which is Australia’s second biggest cancer killer (despite the fact that up to 90% of cases could be successfully treated or even prevented if detected early). I thank our Pulteney Strings who performed beautifully at the luncheon, the Kurrajong students who have been raising funds for this important cause, as have many others, including parent Lyn Heard who completed the JLF Trek SA earlier this month. Further information can be found at http://www.jodileefoundation.org.au/

"A joyful heart is the normal result of a heart burning with love. She gives most who gives with joy." Mother Teresa

Anne Dunstan
Principal
From the Head of Kurrajong

Today Kurrajong hosted our annual Grandparents and Special Friends morning with over 500 special visitors. The Kurrajong Choir impressed the audience before the visitors moved off to classrooms to spend time with their grandchild or little friend. The morning tea is always a highlight for our visitors and was made even more special by additional donations from Stephanie Thomas’ uncle who owns BTS Café in Pirie Street. The School Tuckshop, Rory’s Catering also provided a wonderful assortment of mouth-watering cakes and slices. One of the reasons this is one of my favourite days in the Pulteney calendar is the genuine feeling of love and admiration felt by everyone present on the morning. I can still feel the joy today in all our students. My focus for this PRW is to write about wellbeing, and without a doubt, everyone’s wellbeing was enhanced by today’s event.

In the Schools’ latest Strategic Plan, Strategic Priority 1 focuses on ‘Engaged, motivated and resilient students’. Key goal 1.2 within this priority, ‘Supporting student wellbeing in all attributes within the Pulteney Wellbeing Framework’ enables staff to work towards achieving part of this priority. Pulteney has developed seven ‘Attributes of Wellbeing’, which can be seen in the tree diagram below.

Today I want to focus on one of the wellbeing programs Kurrajong staff implement and integrate across the curriculum, Nature Play. This well-researched program encompasses the physical, cognitive, emotional, social, spiritual and moral attributes of wellbeing. I have written about Nature Play in the past but felt it was timely to remind families of the documented benefits, such as:

• An increase in children’s social skills with improved abilities to play cooperatively and resolve conflict
• Improved motivation and concentration
• Positive impact on children’s emotional health and wellbeing
• Development of physical skills
• Encourages creativity and creative play
• Encourages thinking skills and problem solving
• Provides authentic opportunities for curriculum learning
• Children care about our natural world and develop a deeper connection to nature

These points are further explored and supported by AISWA (2015).

The teaching staff continues to integrate nature into their curriculum and take learning outside the four walls of the classroom. Aside from when there is a severe weather warning, or when there are forecasted electrical storms, as a staff we still believe in the
importance of children having time each day to connect with the natural elements through being outdoors. Nature offers us rich sensory stimuli, vitally important for children’s wellbeing and healthy neural development.

‘There is no such thing as inappropriate weather - only inappropriate clothing’. Author unknown.

The ELC staff have developed a schedule of taking small groups of children to the parklands. The Pic Collage below shows students exploring the parklands in the rain last week!

For the last few weeks the Reception students, as part of their Science inquiry, have been working as scientists with the assistance of parents and staff in the parklands, and have enjoyed making collections of living and non-living items. After the Reconciliation Ochre Assembly students explored the parklands for rocks to create their own ochre. Students have been amazed at the various colour shades of ochre they have been able to create. Reception students have also been looking at how the parklands have changed over time and what they may look like in the future as part of their History curriculum. During Friendship Time in Year 1 Yarku, students have been making message sticks and weaving around sticks that they brought back from their walks in the parklands. Year 1 students have also been counting, sorting and classifying collections of nature play materials, wooden chips, stones and twigs. Nature Play in 2P has included walks to the Kaurna shield and play in the surrounding area. Students in 2P have painted and decorated sticks to depict the children’s journeys from either home or school to their personal ‘sacred places’ as part of Reconciliation thinking and in conjunction with their study of World Environment Day and Chapel. These are only a few examples of Nature Play occurring each week in Kurrajong.
As parents you have a role to play to ensure students are connected more than ever to nature due to the technological world we live in. Turn off electronic devices and encourage your family to explore some of the '25 Things to do in winter' that Nature Play SA have developed.

Save the Date

Pulteney Tasting Evening
Saturday 6 August

Golf Day
Friday 9 September

Long Lunch
Sunday 23 October

Year 12 Dinner
Sunday 4 December

Speech Night
Wednesday 7 December

“Now You See It 2”
Movie Night

Wednesday 15 June at 5.45pm for 6.30pm start
The Capri Theatre
Goodwood

www.trybooking.com/LOQQ

Raising funds for the Cancer Council Youth Ambassador Forum
I encourage parents to go to the Nature Play SA website, www.natureplaysa.org.au and discover the wonderful events they have around Adelaide for you and your family to explore.

Reference
The Association of Independent Schools of Western Australia 2015, Nature Pedagogy, Daniels Printing Craftsmen, Osborne Park, Western Australia.

Virginia Evans
Head of Kurrajong

Friends of Pulteney

President’s Report

The year is just flying past and The Friends have been busy in getting parents and the broader Pulteney community together around common interests. Recently we have had two very successful events; the Arts, Music and Drama evening and an evening to welcome the extension into the Middle School of the Class Reps system. This latter event was very much ‘ticking off’ one of the goals of The Friends for this year, as we were all aware that as our children grew older and progressed through the school, the Class Reps system just seemed to die after Prep School. Whilst this was understandable, it was nonetheless at odds with what many parents told us regarding their desire to still be involved. Thanks to all the wonderful parents who agreed to take on this role.

Consistent with another goal of assisting with the amenities of the school, The
Friends are anticipating taking delivery of a number of garden benches shortly. These benches will be a wonderful addition to the school grounds. They are made of plantation teak, which apart from being ecologically sound, also makes them durable, so that we can all enjoy them for many years to come. The Friends would be interested in hearing from any family who may wish to fund a bench and have recognition of their contribution acknowledged on a small plaque (much like has occurred with the brick pavers in front of Wheaton House). The fee is a modest one ($650) and we suggest you contact Mark Bourchier if you are interested in taking up this offer.

The Friends have also agreed to fund kitchen equipment and pots and pans to enable our Year 9 students to work with the Salvation Army to make soup for homeless and needy families during winter. These students are anticipating making approximately 30 litres of soup for a number of weeks. The Friends are proud to be associated with such a wonderful venture and we are confident that our students will gain as much as they give through this project. This is the sort of project that The Friends is pleased to support, and we are currently looking at other worthwhile projects that we may be able to assist with funding.

On another matter, the Quad Cafe is alive and well, but we always need more parents to volunteer. I can testify that when I volunteered at the Cafe that I met a lot of parents, students, and staff, who were previously unknown to me, and I enjoyed the experience of being a ‘coffee crew member’. For those of you who feel a bit apprehensive about this, which I must admit I did, everyone was helpful and most forgiving as I ‘learned the ropes’ and I am sure they will be as supportive of you. Please consider giving it a go and contact Sue-Ellen Sipek sueellen.sipek@pulteney.sa.edu.au to let her know you are happy to give it a go. A long-term commitment is not required; having people help out once a term is great.

Finally, The Friends are planning ahead and we would love to hear from you about any events that you would like to see us run. We are keen, for example, to run more evenings that showcase aspects of the school’s activities, such as an evening about IT or sport. Please let us know what activities you would like to know more about and send through any other ideas about events or fundraising you would like us to consider friendsofpulteney@gmail.com

I know I speak for all on the Management Committee of The Friends when I say that we hope to see both our ‘regulars’ and some new faces at our meetings and events. Please come and make yourself, and your views, known. The Friends has a proud 74 years’ history and we remain strong and vibrant with your support. Look out for details of events and meetings in the PRW.

Best wishes
Denise Keenan
President, Friends of Pulteney

From the Chaplain

The Holy Trinity, Relationships, Gratitude and Giving Thanks.

In Chapel last week we took time to give thanks. Saturday was the Australian National Day of Thanks and the previous Sunday was Trinity Sunday. It was a special chance to pause and say thank you to God and to each other for all the special relationships we have.

When we bless ourselves with the sign of the cross, we often say, ‘In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit’. This “Trinity” is God in relationship. God is expressed in and discovered in relationships, everything is connected. In chapel we celebrate the sacred nature of the relationships that make our lives so wonderful.

There is an infinite amount of things we could thank God for. The National Day of Thanks in 2016 has a focus on those working in Medicine, Medical Research and Health Care, and ‘Unsung Heroes’.
The theme was all the more poignant as we thanked and farewelled Cathy Lange during Prep Chapel. The whole Prep School was able to give deep thanks for the 32 years Cathy had dedicated to Pulteney as a teacher, colleague and friend. Among so many amazing teachers, she shone as an inspired, talented classroom teacher and remarkable musician. She unstintingly shared those talents. On many occasions without hesitation she played for Old Scholar memorial and funeral services. I will always be grateful for her generosity of spirit and thoughtful kindness. With heartfelt thanks, we wish her all the very best in her next adventure.

The debate about how to best understand the doctrine of the Holy Trinity continues to challenge us all. I believe that it is in relationships that we experience within community, that we glimpse God. Our corporate and personal experience of care, respect and unconditional love is how God is revealed to us. Every sincere act of generosity is a revelation from God. Every word spoken in truth and love, every hand extended in kindness, reveals the inner workings of the Trinity.

The Middle School took part in Combined Anglican Middle School worship in St Peters Cathedral last Wednesday. The overall theme that day was about Hope and students from each school were asked to share ‘100 words about hope’. Year 9 Student Samuel Button’s thoughtful contribution is below. Pulteney is such a blessed community. We need only think about the contribution made by Cathy and Sam and the people that love and support them.

One Hundred Words on Hope

To live a life of hope is to live a life filled with wonder.

Your anticipation of the future is animated by your dreams and what inspires you.

Hope is a belief in yourself and the goodness of others. Hope enables you to embrace the future with confidence and optimism.

Life is challenging. Hope allows you to face challenge, knowing that your own effort and the support of others will offer the possibility of life giving change.

Hope is belief in the future, in service, in God, and in the values which drive us.

Hope allows us to together strive to be the best person we can be.

Admission to Communion

The special Admission to Communion Service will take place on Friday, 1 July, 8.50 am.

Magdalene Centre

The weather is wet, wintery and cold. Pulteney Community continues to be generous in its regular contributions. Donations can be brought to the Chapel Foyer. Baskets have been labelled so that we can sort and care for your donations.

Chaplaincy Contact 2016

michael.lane@pulteney.sa.edu.au, phone 8216 5512, 0434 297 879 or contact the school office.

Deep Peace,
Michael

Maths

SA Schools Mathematics Competition (SMC)

This year again we entered a number of students in SMC which is run by MASA (Mathematical Association of SA) and sponsored by SPE (the Society of Petroleum Engineers).

This is one of the more challenging competitions held during the year with only a limited number of awards (239 in total). Pulteney consistently achieves good results in this competition. There are several divisions. The senior division is for students in Years 11 and 12. An Intermediate division for Years 9 and 10. The Junior division is for Year 7’s and 8’s a Primary division for Year 6.
We congratulate the following students on their excellent achievements in this competition. These students are invited to attend a presentation ceremony at Pembroke on June 29th.

**Intermediate Division**
- Erica Turner  Distinction
- Sathyajith Sukumaran  Distinction

**Junior Division**
- James Burgess  High Distinction
- William Rooke  Credit
- Liza Molony  Credit

**Primary Division**
- Madison Schubert  Credit

Anna Williamson  
*Acting Head of Mathematics*

---

**Futures**

Information on Careers is located on our School website at http://www.pulteney.sa.edu.au/students/futures/ The following topics are covered this week.

*Explore your Future Careers Expo – Thursday 9 June*
*Bond University Scholarships now open*
*Year 10 Mock Interviews – assistance required*
*Useful websites for exploring careers*
*UMAT – registration closes soon*
*VET courses for Semester 2*
*The International College of Hotel Management Career Week*
*University and TAFE Open Days – 12 to 14 August*
*Health Sciences at the University of Adelaide – Sunday 29 May*
*ADFA Education Award*

Pulteney’s inaugural “Explore your Future” evening - Thursday 9 June, 7 - 9pm. The evening is an opportunity for students and parents to listen to inspiring Old Scholars from a variety of career areas talk about their career journey, their industry area and to allow students to hear about a ‘real day’ in the life of a particular profession. Year 10 and 11 students are expected to attend. Further details will be available very soon.

If you have any questions concerning careers or related topics, please feel free to contact me on leeanne.bryan@pulteney.sa.edu.au or 8216 5553.

Leeanne Johnston-Bryan  
*Coordinator of Futures*
Senior Sports Notices

Congratulations to the following students who have been selected as Winter Sports Captains for 2016

Girls Badminton
Captain: Gwynne Martin

Football
Captain: Ben Adams
Vice-Captains: Jack White, Angus Sexton, Josh Wills

Netball
Captain: Natasha Holmes
Vice-Captain: Sophie Zuill

Cross Country
Captains: Nick Laity & Sally McLoughlin
Vice-Captains: Kirsty Kittel & Daniel Bourke

Boys Basketball
Captain: James Sibly
Vice-Captain: Zac Sipek

Hockey
Captain: Harry Nisbet
Vice-Captains: Mollie Hohmann & Luke Phillips

Boys Soccer
Captain: Riley Jones
Vice-Captain: Austin Bunnick

Girls Soccer
Co-Captains: Ella Wiltshire and Mia Pazios

Basketball

Seniors

Pulteney 1st V defeated by Concordia 50-63

This week we had another tough opponent and would need to bring our best to be competitive. The boys started strongly behind James Nielsen and Elijah Randell to get out to an early lead. Matt Nielsen provided great enthusiasm when injected into the game and we took a slender quarter time lead on the back of a Zac Sipek three pointer. Our second quarter was just as good extending the lead to 4 points with James Sibly consistently finding the bucket from long range and Matt Rule getting active as well. In the third quarter we were not able to keep the intensity up and found ourselves 10 points down despite 7 points in the quarter from Sam Price. Our aim was to win the final quarter and let the result look after itself - we were brave and battled well with the final score being a 13 point loss. We have played some great basketball at the start of the season but unfortunately yet to open our 'win' account.

Pulteney 2nd V defeated by Concordia 29-36

Dan Nielsen got us off to a flying start with Sam Heal also taking his opportunities strongly to the basket. Holding a slender lead at quarter time we worked ourselves...
in to a good position through Matthew Rodda’s teamwork and Elliott Bell’s scoring however a late lapse in concentration allowed the opposition to score 5 easy points and we found ourselves trailing by 3 at the half. Jack White and Sath Sukumaran provided plenty of hustle and we worked well to be only two down at the last break. Angus Lumsden led a mini revival as we gambled to try and claw back the deficit but we ended up losing by 7 as Concordia iced the game with two 3 pointers. A solid effort but work required at training to get the most out of this team

Pulteney 3rd V defeated by Concordia 24-28
Daniel Bai set the defensive intensity with some early steals leading to easy fast break points. However, once slowed into an offensive set, their zone proved difficult to score against. Simon Huynh controlled our offense and spacing well, despite points being hard to come to by. Hamish Thomson went down with an injury mid-way through the game and Samuel Bleby-Williams stepped up and provided the majority of our scores. Defensive intensity kept us in the game, however a run away third quarter for Concordia put them in front and it would stay that way until the final whistle.

Pulteney 4th V defeated Glenunga 43-17
This week was a bit messy with the time change, however Lachlan Rawson and Will Cockburn were able to build a strong lead together. In the second half we were able to get to the ring in just about every offence, resulting in easy lay-ups. I’m sure we would have been able to increase the margin if we had a full squad from the start, but a good game regardless. This game puts us at 3-0 so hopefully we can keep this streak going through out the rest of the season.

Middle School

Pulteney Middle As defeated Concordia 59-46
The boys’ offense was very balanced, looking to get the ball inside, drive or move the ball at the right times, and the Concordia defense couldn’t contain it. Pulteney’s defense was also good most of the time, keeping them to a low shooting percentage. Overall a really solid game.

Pulteney Middle Bs defeated by Concordia 39-24
A good effort on both ends but Concordia were shooting very well from 3 point line to pull ahead and close out the game. There’s room for improvement on defense and rebounding, but a close, well played game overall.

Pulteney Middle Cs defeated Concordia 39-29
Thanks to Travis Lewin and Declan Bell for playing 2 games this week. We had a lot of guards which meant we were able to easily get the ball down the floor, so we could just focus on our offense. Good shooting allowed us to pull ahead early and keep the lead. Our rebounding could still use some improvement but otherwise a good all round game by the boys.

Pulteney Middle Ds defeated by Woodcroft 67-2.
The Mighty Middle D’s were down two players from last week’s match against Glenunga, but all six players gave their all against a far superior Woodcroft outfit. In the first half we showed that we could become apprentice bakers as we created so many turnovers. This forced us to play transition defense far too often. William Zhang played a great game, scoring 2 buckets, one of which was unfortunately a travel, but he electrified the small crowd of supporters with has daring passes. In the second half all players displayed an eagerness to learn and continued to improve. Our half court offense generated some good looks, Jack Lockwood showed great poise in maintaining his spacing, whilst Archer Stonehouse often showed his Basketball IQ by both setting up our defense and handling some of the ball carting duties. Our gritty
zone defense was led by Thomas Robinson who was a pillar of determination. Overall a pleasing effort from the D’s as we showed improvement from last week. Our first win is just around the corner and we cannot wait to taste that sweet victory.

Matt Down
Basketball Coordinator

Hockey

Pulteney First XI defeated by Glenunga International High School 13 – 1

Severely undermanned, the first XI’s fought hard all game. Our defence held out countless times however, Glenunga’s repeated and constant circle entries proved too numerous. A consolation, was a goal coming late in the game, finished off by Caleb Dickinson. For many, this was their first game with the senior side, and their games will improve intensively for the experience.

Alex Gurner
First XI Coach

Middle School defeated by St Johns Grammar 2-7

With the clouds looming, Pulteney Middle School Hockey team took on the team from the hills, St Johns Grammar School, in a well-fought match. Unfortunate not to come away with the win, Pulteney managed two goals late in the second half just before the rain came crashing down to cut the match short. Strong performances were had by all. Every player continues to improve and it is exciting to watch.

Josh Gould
Middle School Coach

Cate Boucher
Hockey Coordinator

Football

Another excellent day from our players on Saturday, though there were some mixed results.

Our junior teams led the way with our Year 4 and 5 teams both having good wins in the Sturt Football Carnival at Victoria Park and the Year 6/7 having a hard fought but well earned victory against Rostrevor College.

The Year 8/9 team was defeated by a much stronger and taller opposition but really took it up in the second half and with several key players to return will turn this result around later in the season.

We again managed to field a somewhat depleted 2nd XVIII team against St Peters and although beaten convincingly, they fought the game out to the end.

The 1st XVIII game against St Pauls was a high quality and hard fought game and if the effort, competitive spirit and resilience is a sign of where we want Pulteney football to be heading then we could not get any better example than that shown by our senior footballers.

Andy Miller
Football Co-ordinator

1st XVIII    PGS  11:9  (75)  defeated by St Pauls  15:9  (99)

Congratulations to Arthur Blunt who made his 1st XVIII debut in this game!

Despite losing, what an outstanding effort!!!

My message to the players immediately after the final siren was this:
"Sometimes in sport you don’t always get the reward to match the effort; some days you can win with less than 100% effort and then on days like today, we can give 100% effort and still not be rewarded with victory.

We may be disappointed to lose today but I am very pleased with your effort and very proud of you all. You did everything I asked of you and I thank you for that.

We didn’t get the win today but it’s possible that our continued labours, resilience, persistence and mental toughness will bear fruit later in the season (eg at Intercol)."

Despite the fact that we were disappointed to lose, the facts are:

a) St Paul’s are a very good team

b) We can learn a lot more from a tough, hard-fought loss than from a 100 point victory

c) The class and ball-winning ability of one player (No 15) was the difference between the two teams; we will be better-prepared next time and must have a specific plan to curb his influence, despite that, we are certainly capable of matching St Paul’s (both with individual players and as a team)

d) The score indicates genuine improvement from last year;

i) a 24 point loss compared to two losses to St Paul’s last year with 76 and 48 point margins;

ii) 11 goals scored by Pulteney compared to 4 goals in each of last year’s games;

iii) 20 scoring shots compared to 9 and 12 last year;

iv) St Paul’s were restricted to 24 scoring shots compared to 35 and 25 last year.

A feature of the team’s performance was the relentless pressure applied to the opposition: chasing, tackling, harassing, smothering, pushing back into defence etc...I was very, very pleased with all of this.

Congratulations to Liam Geddes-Ryan, Jack White and Ben Adams who were all outstanding in the midfield. Josh Wills did some spectacular things (eg strong marks), ran hard and kicked 2 goals. James Livesey played his best game for the season and was tough and tight in defence as were Angus Lumsden and Angus Sexton. Zac Sipek and Tom Baldock provided targets, marked strongly in attack and kicked goals. Matt Nielsen dominated the ruck and took some strong marks.

Despite the fact that all 22 players contributed to the strong team performance, I believe we had at least 4-6 players who were below their best. Whilst it is rare to ever have 22 genuinely good players on any one day, this suggests that we still have room for improvement.

Best Players: Liam Geddes-Ryan, Jack White, Ben Adams, James Livesey, Josh Wills, Zac Sipek, Matt Nielsen, Angus Lumsden, Angus Sexton, Tom Baldock

Goal-Kickers: Tom Baldock 3. Jack White, Josh Wills 2 each, Jarrod Miller, Chester Oliver, Lachlan Schatto, Zac Sipek 1 each

Barry Bryan
Coach

2nd XVIII

Courage comes in many forms, this week’s games despite being heavily undermanned we showed tremendous courage to continue to compete with the odds stacked against us.

We were continually knocked over by bigger bodied opponents, but got up every time and competed again.

Our Skills were not at the same level of our opponent but we continued to compete by chasing and tackling.

If you won games of football purely on your desperation and willingness to compete,
we would have finished well ahead. Unfortunately, as we all know that is not the case. No better was our desire to compete demonstrated when we had five smotheres in one 15-minute period.

At the final siren the scoreboard was not in our favour but our willingness to compete, to get back up when knocked down and the courage we displayed as a group allowed us to walk off the ground with our heads held high and proud of our efforts.

Like a song stuck on repeat in iTunes I reiterate the following:

• As a group I believe in you, we are a better team than what you currently realise.
• As a team we focus on the things we can control
• The scoreboard does not measure our success; rather it is measured by our Desire To Compete. Eventually the scoreboard will turn in our favour.

Paul Bahr
Coach

Year 8/9    PGS  3:2 (20) defeated by Cabra 18:10 (118)

We went into this game with no enthusiasm and the score seemed to reflect the groups attitude. It is important to note that there is no questioning the effort from the boys and they will always give their best. But there is a difference between that and attitude and the feeling around the team was pretty lacklustre.

To the boys credit, at halftime they did not like where they were at and called each other out on certain things that needed to improve. This along with the inclusion of 2 excitement machines (Jun Kim & Hugh Brunning aka Sir Unop), who came over to play after their soccer match, the group was energised and went on to win the 3rd quarter. Unfortunately the group didn’t carry it over in the last quarter and Cabra kicked away to a big win.

There are a few things we will be working on at training over the next couple of weeks, particularly kicking and hands in close (in the contest). One thing that can always help, and a lot of the great kicks in the game at the highest level have done this in their development, is kicking a tennis ball. The concept sounds basic, but the ability to drop the ball onto the foot with 1 hand and to make contact with the ball in the correct spot on the ball for it to hit the target (generally 3-5 metres away) is harder than it seems.

A big thank you to Tasmin Evans for running boundary on the weekend. It was very much appreciated.

We have a bye this week due to the year 9’s being on camp, but we are still training so have fun on camp year 9’s, don’t get injured please and I’ll see the rest of you at trainings on Monday and Wednesday.

Best: Hugh.H, Ben, Calvin, Noah, Jack, Alex

Goal Scorers: Isaac 2, Noah 1

Nathan Risatano & Justin Bollihagen
Coaches

Year 6/7    5:10  (40) defeated Rostrevor 4:5  (29)

Congratulations, Boys! After a much improved effort last week, the team broke through for their first win of the season!

With 5 players unavailable, we still had 19 players and were able to ‘loan’ two players per quarter to Rostrevor, who only had 15 players. Thanks to Zach, Jack, Harry, Lloyd, Sam, Louis, Alex and Christian who each took a turn to play a quarter for the opposition; I know this is not ideal, but at least it ensured that everyone got a full game of footy.

Once again the team played some excellent, attacking, running football but players were also prepared to get down and get dirty with the less-glamorous skills such as
tackling, chasing and smothering. Seb got us away to a good start with 2 first-quarter goals; with 8 scoring shots to 1 in the first quarter, the boys had already established a match-winning lead of 17 points by quarter time. When Rory hurt his knee he spent the rest of the game playing as a key forward and kicked a goal in each of the last 3 quarters. The boys extended their lead to 21 points at half time, then led by 16 points at three quarter time. The lead was then extended to 23 points before Rostrevor kicked the last 2 goals of the match.

**Best Players**: Seb Brett, Austin Brooks, Rory O’Callaghan, Matt Adams, Gabriel Lukisch, Patrick Winter, Angus Winter, Alex Candy

**Goal Kickers**: Rory O’Callaghan 3, Seb Brett 2

Barry Bryan  
Coach

---

**Girls Badminton Results**

**Senior A’s** – Bye

**Senior B’s** - defeated Walford 5 game to 1

**Doubles Results**
Claudia Hammerstein & Erica Turner won 21-13
Alana Shahin & Georgia White won 21-13

**Singles Results**
Claudia Hammerstein won 21-7
Erica Turner won 21-16
Alana Shahin won 21-18
Georgia White lost 20-21

---

**Prep Sports Notices**

**Soccer**
Yr 6 Boys lost to Cabra 1-7

**Football**
Yr 2 - PGS 8-7-55 defeated Burnside 5-5-35
Yr 3 – PGS 3-1-19 defeated by CBC 5-1-31
Yr 4 – PGS played in Lightning Carnival, won 3 lost 2 games
Yr 5 - PGS played in Lightning Carnival, won 3 out of 5 games.
Yr 6/7 - PGS 5-10 – 40 defeated PAC 4-5-29

**Netball**
Yr 2 Navy – defeated 0-7
Yr 3 White – won 12-8
Yr 4 Gold – defeated by St Thomas 3-11
Yr 5 – defeated by St Josephs 6-20

Bill Davis  
*Junior School PE and Sports Co-ordinator*
WINTER CONCERT

Saturday 28 June 2pm

To be in the audience (adults, students/musicians)
FREE TICKETS VIA: WWW.TRYBOOKING.COM/LPVS
JOIN US FOR OUR FIRST EVER

Sunday June 19th, “The Quad”
Pulteney Grammar School, South Tce., Adelaide
8.00 am - 3.00pm
Seller set up from 7 am

SELLERS! BOOK YOUR TRESTLES NOW!


$25 PER TRESTLE

For more information contact Lynne  0412115129  lrawson@adam.com.au

Enjoy Sausage Sizzle, Coffee, Plants, Books, Bric-a-Brac, Henna & Face Painting!

Funds raised support our educational programs for severely disadvantaged children in Nepal.
Experienced members of the Venture Club are invited to join an expedition in December of 2016. The venture is planned to take place on the Eastern end of Lake Wakatipu, near Queenstown, NZ. Both current students and old scholars may join but they must be at least Year 11 and Duke of Ed Silver Test standard or better. Outdoor Education students, with sufficient experience, may also be considered.

The walks undertaken will depend on many factors including how much snow is on the mountains and how much rain is expected. There will probably be two overnight warm-up walks, followed by a 4-5 day walk over more difficult terrain and navigation.

The group will experience much of the best scenery and walking experiences that New Zealand can offer. The walks vary from grassy river meadows, to steep mountainous slopes. Similarly the weather can vary from mild summer sun, to cold windy, snow. The experience will be enormously rewarding, but will test the group’s ability to cope with extremes of weather, terrain, and creek crossings.

The fitness of participants needs to be adequate. This will be particularly important if the weather turns foul, as it can do. Some hill walks will be planned for the month before the walk so that participants can prepare.

To register interest in this expedition both current and old-scholars should complete the on-line form at http://goo.gl/forms/nj5QflfItoAntrZGN2

A $200 deposit is required by 29 July (end 1st week Term 3). Go to TryBooking (www.trybooking.com/LZD). Flights and accommodation will be booked the following week.

The final cost will be determined once bookings have been made. It is expected to be around $2000 (depending on what happens to the $A, and how early we book). This includes everything except food and optional recreational activities in Queenstown (white water rafting, jet boating, etc).

For more information, and enquiries, please contact Richard Drogemuller. Contact details below.

Richard Drogemuller
e: rjd@pulteney.sa.edu.au
w: 8216 5589